A coding error resulting in duplicate observations in rebel group data was discovered in an article by Jo and Simmons 1 . Thanks to Dr. Michael Broache at the University of Tampa for discovering the error. The error relates to the findings on rebel deterrence only; none of the findings for government actors are affected by the error. In the original article we concluded that "Neither ICC RATIFICATION (Model 1) nor DOMESTIC CRIME STATUTE (Model 3) appears to reduce rebel civilian killing." This claim is sustained. We also wrote that "However, even rebel groups appear to respond to ICC ACTIONS (Model 2)." This conclusion is also sustained, although somewhat less significantly. Finally, we wrote that "Rebels do not respond to legal change alone; they are much more impressed with action." 2 This conclusion is also sustained, but correcting the error shows that the ratification of the ICC may be associated with increased violence among rebel groups, which differs from our initial conclusion of "no effect" and is contrary to theoretical expectations of prosecutorial deterrence. Overall, corrected results still suggest that if rebel prosecutorial deterrence exists (and we agree that the results, when corrected, are marginally significant), deterrence flows from ICC actions, and not from ratification of ICC statutes.

